
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10th January 2019 

 

Dear Parent/Carer, 

At the start of a new year, it is important to remind our students of some of the key expectations that we have 

as a school.  We will be doing this through assemblies and mentor time this week but would also appreciate 

your support in reinforcing these key messages at home. 

Uniform 

There is a detailed description of the expectations for uniform on the school website at 

www.finhampark.com/uniform.  Below are some key reminders for students. 

• Students must wear their blazer at all times unless a teacher has given permission for it to be removed 

during a lesson. 

• Shirts must be tucked in at all times. 

• Students must wear grey trousers. 

• Students must wear black shoes, trainers are not acceptable unless a student has a medical note from 

either a doctor or hospital. 

• Students can wear one pair of stud earrings.  Hooped earrings, nose studs/rings are not allowed to be 

worn. 

Students not in the correct uniform will be provided with uniform at reception and could receive 

consequences. 

Punctuality 

School begins at 8:45am. We expect students to be ready to learn and be in mentor time at 8:50am.  If 

students are late they must come into school through the gate near the pedestrian crossing on Green Lane.  

The car gate will be closed from 8:45am, please do not drive onto the school site to drop students off. 

If students are late they will receive a break time detention the same day unless there are exceptional 

circumstances. 

Cycling 

Students must cycle to and from school with due care and consideration for their own safety and that of 

other road users. A helmet should be brought to school and students must never cycle on the school site.  In 

the near future, we will be issuing all students who wish to cycle to school with an individual bike permit.  This 

will reserve them a space to store their bike securely during the school day.   

Thank you for your support in helping us maintain the best standards possible at Finham Park School. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Mr A Ditch (Assistant Headteacher) 

 

http://www.finhampark.com/uniform

